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The presence in graphyne sheets of a variable amount of sp 2 and sp 1 carbon atoms suggests a high ability
of these nanostructures for saturation. E.g., covalent binding of chlorine atoms would lead to sp 3 - and new
sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms, and the emergence of chlorgraphynes (chlorinated graphynes) with variable
Cl/C stoichiometry may be expected. Here, employing DFT band structure calculations, a series of new
graphyne derivatives — layered chlorgraphynes — is examined on example of α-graphyne. The possible
formation path of chlorgraphynes as a set of consecutive free-radical additions of Cl atoms is established.
From examples of a few representative compounds, the trends in the structural and electronic properties are
discussed, depending on their stoichiometry.
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1.

Introduction

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) mono-atomic-thick sheet of sp 2 hybridized carbon,
exhibits a unique combination of structural, mechanical, electronic and thermal properties
[1,2]. It is viewed today as an advanced material for use in a vast range of nanotechnology
applications [3-5]. However, “graphene is not the end of the road”; and numerous efforts
have been focused recently on the search for graphene-based materials with novel functionalities [6], particularly, through adsorption of various atoms or molecules onto the surface
of graphene [7,8]. For example such atoms as fluorine, oxygen, or hydrogen adsorbed on
graphene can form covalent bonds with the carbon atoms, which lead to a change in the
hybridization state of C atoms from sp 2 to sp 3 and may provoke the opening of a band gap.
In this manner, fluorination of graphene gives rise to the wide-band-gap 2D crystals, which
were termed fluorographenes [9]. A set of outstanding chemical and physical properties for
single-layered fluorographenes has been already found experimentally and predicted theoretically [8-17]. These materials, with a variable F/C content (up to the stoichiometry CF),
may be considered as a promising platform for further applications.
At the same time, the versatile flexibility of carbon to form a few competing hybridization states allows one to design numerous types of flat single-atom-thick carbon networks:
so-called graphene allotropes [18]. One of interesting families of these allotropes is represented by so-called graphynes, which can be described as graphene lattices, where some or all
aromatic =C=C= bonds are modified by the insertion of acetylenic linkages (–C≡C–) [19].
These carbon (sp 2 +sp 1 ) sheets with a high level of π-conjunction, with uniformly distributed
pores, and with density much less than that of graphene, possess unusual electronic properties, nonlinear optical susceptibility, thermal resistance, conductivity, and through-sheet
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transport of ions [20-23]. Currently, they are considered as promising materials for nanoelectronics, for hydrogen storage, as membranes (for example, for hydrogen separation from
syngas — as an alternative of the graphene nanomesh), for energy storage applications or
as candidates for the anode materials in batteries [24-26]. Tuning of these materials’ properties should be critical for their further application. Analogously to graphene, it might be
achieved using surface chemisorption of hydrogen or fluorine atoms [13,14,16,17]. Quantumchemical calculations demonstrate that the electronic and transport properties of modified
carbon layers should be very sensitive to the surface arrangement of adsorbed atoms. Yet,
both experimental and theoretical work show that the formation of a desired configuration of
ad-atoms on the layers cannot be released in the large scales and has mainly casual character.
While the hydrogen, fluorine and oxygen derivatives of graphene and graphyne layers
are profoundly studied, the information about other possible types of derivatives is lacking.
In contrast to H or F atoms, Cl atoms have larger atomic radii. The latter magnifies the
role of steric factors and may lead to a more selective chemisorption of ad-atoms, i.e. to
a narrower family of possible types of modified layers. Herein, we theoretically explore the
structural, electronic properties and stability for the consequence of hypothetical chlorinated
graphynes (chlorgraphynes), which could be fabricated by chlorination of a graphyne layer
and could become likely candidates for the engineering of novel electronics materials.

2.

Computational details

All calculations were performed by means of the density functional theory (DFT)
[27] using the SIESTA 2.0 code [28,29] within the local-density approximation (LDA) with
the exchange–correlation potential in the Perdew-Zunger form [30]. The core electrons were
treated within the frozen core approximation using norm-conserving Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [31]. The valence electrons were taken to be 2s2 2p2 for C and 3s2 3p5 for Cl.
The pseudopotential core radii were chosen as suggested by Martins and equal to 1.50 and
1.54 bohr for s- and p-states of C, and 1.75 bohr for both s− and p-states of Cl. In all
calculations, only single-ζ basis set was used for all atoms. For k-point sampling, a cutoff
of 10 Å was used [32]. The k-point mesh was generated by the method of Monkhorst and
Pack [33]. A cutoff of 350 Ry for the real-space grid integration was utilized. All calculations
were performed using variable-cell and atomic position relaxation, with convergence criteria
set to correspond to the maximum residual stress of 0.1 GPa for each component of the stress
tensor, and the maximum residual force component of 0.01 eV/Å. Initial interlayer spacing
along c-direction of a hexagonal or an oblique lattice was set to 50 Å.
As a representative of graphyne layers, the layer of α-graphyne (so-called supergraphene) was selected (Fig. 1). This hexagonal carbon network consists of sp 2 -hybridized
C atoms interlinked via dimers of sp-hybridized C atoms and contains 8 atoms per unit cell.
A possible reaction path for the full chlorination of α-graphyne was established as a set of
consecutive free-radical additions of single Cl atoms. At every step of the reaction path all
possible variants of Cl atom anchoring to the carbon atoms were analyzed. Afterwards, the
most stable isomer found served as the ancestor for the next step. In total, the chlorgraphynes with stoichiometric compositions C8 Cln (n = 1 – 14) and different ordering of Cl
atoms were taken into consideration, which required calculations for 78 compounds.
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Fig. 1. Optimized atomic structures for the layers of pure α-graphyne (n=0)
and the most stable isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with low Cl content (top
and side views are depicted)
3.
3.1.

Results and Discussion
Electronic structure of pure α-Graphyne

The first clue about the reactivity of α-graphyne can be found from the analysis
of the band structure. In terms of electronic structure, lattice symmetry and chemical
bonding, pure α-graphyne is the closest relative of graphene. Hexagonal network of αgraphyne possesses the picture of band structure with characteristic crossing of the bands
at the Fermi level in K-point (Dirac cones) (Fig. 2). The near-Fermi bands are composed
of states from the broadly conjugated π-system of 2pz C-orbitals from both sp 2 - and sphybridized C atoms. Both features should provide semimetallic type of conductivity and
superior mobility of electrons in α-graphyne similar to those in the graphene [18].
However, in contrast to the graphene, the band structure of α-graphyne is characterized by bands with clearly low dispersion at 2.5 eV below the Fermi level. These bands are
associated exclusively with 2py C-orbitals from the dimers of sp-hybridized C atoms and are
responsible for the formation of second π-bond network within the carbyne groups. 2py Corbitals are united in couples and are fairly localized in the plane of layer, barely overlapping
with orthogonal 2pz C-orbitals.
The presence of two types of π-bonding suggests the different reactivity of sp 2 - and
sp-hybridized C atoms in α-graphyne. The formation of chemical bonding between an adatom and carbon layer by means of a 2pz C-orbital should imply an essential interference
into the aromatic-like π-system due to the appearance of sp 3 -hybridized C atom and cannot
be favorable in framework of this classical concept. In turn, the chemical bonding to the
orthogonal π-bond consisting of 2py C-orbitals between two sp-hybridized C atoms does not
perturb the conjugation of this π-system and is accompanied only by the rupture of one
π-bond. The preliminary comparison of the total energies for α-graphyne with single Cl
atom bounded covalently either to sp 2 - or to sp-hybridized C atoms (C8 Cl chlorgraphyne)
confirms this conjecture: the second type of chemisorbate is more stable on 0.545 eV per
Cl-atom.
3.2.

Electronic structure and stability of lower Chlorgraphynes (C8 Cl and
C8 Cl2 )

In order to elucidate the stability of different chlorgraphynes in more detail, the theoretical energies of formation ∆En were estimated assuming formal reactions: C8 (graphyne)
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Fig. 2. Band structures of pure α-graphyne (n = 0) and the most stable
isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln
+ (n/2)Cl2 = C8 Cln , and the values of Ef orm were calculated as: ∆En (C8 Cln ) = [Etot (C8 Cln )
– (n/2)Etot (Cl2 ) – Etot (C8 (graphyne))]/n, where Etot are the total energies of the corresponding substances as obtained in our calculations. Within this definition, a negative value of
∆En indicates that it is energetically favorable for given reagents to form stable phases,
and vice versa. The calculations of ∆En performed for more than 70 structures of different
composition depending on their constitutional and conformational isomerism reveal a quite
strong influence of both electronic and steric factors on the stability of chlorgraphynes’ series.
All the stablest chlographynes of different stoichiometry are characterized by the
negative values of the formation energy ∆En , i.e. the saturation of graphyne network with
the formation of covalent C–Cl bonds is an exothermic process favored by electronic factors
(Fig. 3). E.g., the value ∆En for the stablest isomer of aforementioned C8 Cl chlorgraphyne
with anchoring of Cl atom to sp-hybridized C atom is about –0.35 eV/Cl-atom, while anchoring to sp 2 -hybridized C atom is endothermic and requires at least +0.20 eV/Cl-atom.
The chemisorption of additional Cl atoms with the formation of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne
may be highly favorable, when it is released in the structure shown in Fig. 1 (n = 2). This
isomer of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne possesses a unique structural motif. Like graphene or αgraphyne layers it is a single-atom thick layer. All Cl atoms of this structure are lodged in
the trans-position at ethylidene bridges and within the plane of C atoms. In this manner,
the structure preserves as much as possible the system of conjugated π-bonds formed by
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2pz C-orbitals, as in the parent graphyne and consists of planar 18-membered rings, yet,
in an oblique conformation. Despite the hexagonal nature of α-graphyne, the electronic
structure of C8 Cl2 chlorgraphyne is characterized by a band gap opening of about 0.78 eV
and a greater dispersion of the bands (Fig. 2, n = 2). Meanwhile, the new peak of 3pCl
states arises at 3.5 eV below the Fermi level, while the top of valence band and the bottom
of conduction band are still composed of 2pC states (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Formation energies ∆En for the most stable isomers of chlorgraphynes
C8 Cln and their relative difference depending on the stoichiometry
3.3.

Electronic structure and stability of higher Chlorgraphynes (C8 Cl3-14 )

In fact, further saturation of graphyne network follows the same trends as for the
formation of lower chlorgraphynes. Any next addition of Cl atoms with the formation of
covalent C-Cl bond proceeds with the least possible violation of the conjugation between
2pz C-orbitals (Fig. 5). In the first steps, the consecutive anchoring of Cl atoms to the
sp-hybridized C atoms should be obtained by means of bonding with 2py C-orbitals in transposition, which releases chlorgraphynes with the compositions up to C8 Cl6 . It is noteworthy
that at this stage, the chlorination process is already considerably affected by steric factors.
A major part of added Cl atoms cannot be placed into the hole of the 18-membered ring.
Rotational displacement of planar bridging groups of C=C bonds can be observed, when
the Cl atoms come out of the plane of graphyne. Yet, the π-conjugation of 2pz C-orbitals
still remains. Even-numbered chlorgraphynes are semiconductors with relatively narrow
band gaps (0.34 eV for C8 Cl4 and 0.37 eV for C8 Cl6 , Fig. 2). The near Fermi states are
represented by 2pz C states like in the parent phases. The relative intensity of the 3pCl states
on the DOS profile increases in strength (Fig. 4, n = 4 and 6). They demonstrate splitting
and have higher energies, than those in planar C8 Cl2 , which is evidence for a weaker overlap
between the 3pCl states and the conjugated system of π-bonds.
Subsequently, calculations have proven that the anchoring of Cl atoms would likely
proceed by means of 2pz C-orbitals of initially sp 2 -hybridized C atoms with emergence of
sp 3 -hybridized C atoms, which breaks π-conjugation in the network of double C=C bonds
(formerly, carbyne dimers) (Fig. 5, n = 8). Obviously, this process is driven mainly by steric
factors and Cl atoms settle on the C atoms with a larger available space. A comparison of
relative formation energies between the conformers of the C8 Cl7 and C8 Cl8 chlorgraphynes
corroborates, that the steric effects should play also a major role in the conformer stability
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of these molecular networks. The most stable conformers should possess minimal strain
energy of the layers due to symmetric structure and the ratio of Cl atoms chemisorbed from
different sides as close as to 1:1. The occurrence of new type of sp 3 -hybridized C atoms in
the chlorgraphyne layer and complete destruction of the π-conjugation are accompanied by
the emerging of new band of 3pCl states near the top of valence band and a considerable
increase of the band gap to 2.2 eV (Fig. 4, n = 6).

Fig. 4. Total and partial spC densities of states for a few of the most stable
isomers of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln depending on the Cl content
The formation of higher chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with n up to 14 is possible only by the
anchoring of Cl atoms to the rest of C=C bonds of former carbyne bridges (Fig. 5). The
arrangement of Cl atoms within these structures can be characterized as strongly staggered
at all carbon atoms fragments and as always anti -conformic at forming –CCl2 –CCl2 – bridges,
which provides the minimal energy of the steric stress. Despite the negative formation energy
values, these chlorgraphynes demonstrate an essential stretch of the carbon network with an
essential increases in the C–C bond lengths, which cannot be attributed to kinetically stable
systems. The C–C bond lengths increase gradually from α-graphyne to C8 C8 chlorgraphyne,
but do not exceed the values for classical C–C bonds of different order in hydrocarbon
compounds. For example, the bond lengths between atoms of different hybridization in
α-graphyne are equal to 1.44 and 1.27 Å for sp 2 C–spC and spC–spC bonds, respectively.
After chlorination and change of hybridization, these bond lengths become 1.46 and 1.45 Å
in C8 Cl2 , 1.50 and 1.42 Å in C8 Cl6 and 1.56 and 1.40 Å in C8 Cl8 , respectively. In the
fully chlorinated α-graphyne, C8 Cl14 chlorgraphyne, these bond lengths are 1.72 and 1.66 Å,
which is much greater than the 1.55 Å for sp 3 C– sp 3 C in alkanes. Indeed, the geometry
optimization of C8 Cl14 chlorgraphyne never was finished with a pure covalently bounded
structure and a part of Cl atoms always can be found as physisorbed at the C8 Cl12 layer
(Fig. 5, n = 14). The latter can be proven by the picture of DOS distribution: the Fermi
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Fig. 5. Optimized atomic structures for the layers of the most stable isomers
of chlorgraphynes C8 Cln with different Cl content (top and side views are
depicted)
level is hosted at the band of Cl states, i.e. the system contains the free Cl radicals (Fig. 4,
n = 14).
In addition, the low kinetic stability of the highly numbered C8 Cln chlorgraphynes
may be traced using the relative difference in the formation energies between parent and
daughter structures ∆En − ∆En−1 (Fig. 3). As it might be expected, the formation of compounds with open-shell electronic structure (the case of odd-numbered chlorgraphynes) is
hindered and the difference in ∆En is always positive. Though, even-numbered chlorgraphynes with closed-shell electronic structure have negative values only up to the stoichiometry C/Cl = 8/6, the formation of chlorgraphynes with a higher Cl may be prohibited despite
negative values for the calculated formation energies.
4.

Summary

In summary, we have investigated the trends in stability, structural, and electronic
properties of the proposed chlorinated graphynes (chlorgraphynes) with variable C/Cl stoichiometry up to composition C8 Cl14 , which is much higher than C/F ratio for “classical”
fluorographene (C/F = 1) and could give an opportunity for the larger modulation of the
properties and the engineering of a rich family of novel 2D materials.
Our DFT calculations have revealed the phenomena, which could occur during saturation of graphyne sheets by Cl atoms. We have considered a limited number of stoichiometries, isomers and conformers among the family of chlorinated α-graphynes and established
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a possible path for the formation of these compounds. The joint analysis of the structure,
stability and electronic properties for a given stoichiometry uncovers the competition between electronic and steric factors. In contrast to the fluorine and hydrogen derivatives of
graphene or graphynes [14,34], the maximal chemical saturation of graphyne layers by chlorine atoms should be prohibited due to the larger atomic radius of Cl. The maximal degree
of chlorination would be likely possible only up to the composition C8 Cl8 instead of nominal
C8 Cl14 .
The most stable chlorgraphynes were found to be semiconductors, irrespective of their
stoichiometry. The near Fermi level bands in C8 Cln monolayers are composed mainly of the
2pz C states, which can be assembled into a π-conjugated system in different manner. The
found significance of steric factor in the formation of chlorgraphynes suggests also that the
variety of the possible ad-atom arrangements would be much impoverished, than for their
F- and H-substituted counterparts, and a more precise regulation of the structure may be
achieved. Thus, the chlorination could be a more attractive route for the fabrication of
graphyne layers with specific arrangement of ad-atoms and, consequently, tuned electronic
and transport properties, than fluorination or hydrogenation.
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